B2

Our Changing World

LIU045

Read the text about the risks and opportunities of our changing world. Some of the
lines are correct. Some have a word that shouldn’t be there. Write this word in the
box next to the line. If the line is correct put a tick (✓) in the box. The first two lines
have been done for you.

1

Our modern world is changing at a faster rate than at any

2

other time in history. Although this act has led to many

3

such problems it also offers advantages and opportunities.

4

Environmental issues are the ones we could worry about

5

most. Many people believe that living on earth will soon

6

become impossible hardly because of global warming.

7

Others predict us that pollution is getting out of control,

8

so that we won't be able to breathe clean and fresh air

9

anymore. A global pandemic has been hit all countries in the

✓
act

10 world and shown how unprepared and less vulnerable we
11 are in dealing with unknown diseases and viruses.
12 But there are also those who believe are more optimistic
13 about our future. While they think that, due to progress and
14 development in medicine, we will not be able to live longer
15 than any younger generation before us. Doctors will be able
16 to cure illnesses that have been regarded incurable. Some
17 optimists even think that there are ways to reverse out
18 rising temperatures on earth.
19 In any other case, we must act now if we want to make
20 our next world a safe and liveable place for our children and
21 grandchildren.
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1

Our modern world is changing at a faster rate than at any

2

other time in history. Although this act has led to many

3

such problems it also offers advantages and opportunities.
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4

Environmental issues are the ones we could worry about

could

5

most. Many people believe that living on earth will soon

✓

6

become impossible hardly because of global warming.

7

Others predict us that pollution is getting out of control,

us

8

so that we won't be able to breathe clean and fresh air

✓

9

anymore. A global pandemic has been hit all countries in the

10 world and shown how unprepared and less vulnerable we
11 are in dealing with unknown diseases and viruses.
12 But there are also those who believe are more optimistic
13 about our future. While they think that, due to progress and
14 development in medicine, we will not be able to live longer
15 than any younger generation before us. Doctors will be able
16 to cure illnesses that have been regarded incurable. Some
17 optimists even think that there are ways to reverse out
18 rising temperatures on earth.
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19 In any other case, we must act now if we want to make

other

20 our next world a safe and liveable place for our children and

next

21 grandchildren.

✓
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